
 

 

The Teens View 

"No Sugar Coating Allowed"  

The Teen View' will be the biggest social center on television for teens created. Every possible topic, 

event, and prominent figure is targeted. Nothing and no one  is off limits as the host take aim often in 

opposition to each other arguing their side, producing a humorous yet intense environment, that 

teenagers can identify with because they have the same arguments daily about these  topics, people 

and events. All major social media sites on the net will be used to allow viewers to interact with the host 

as they discuss a range of topics that interest the youth from ages 12 to 22. Whether you are on 

Facebook, Twitter or you just want to use your webcam to upload your video message with your 

opinion, the Teen View gives teenagers globally an opportunity to express themselves.  

'The Teen View' will spark the hearts and minds of any youth who has an opinion, creating a love/hate 

relationship between the audience and hosts. The Teen View has the ability to grab the attention of the 

youth with polarizing subject matter and in straight forward teen language, no sugar coating allowed. 

The hosts will discuss various hot topics of the day in the news, music genres, sports, entertainment, 

relationships, teenage love, parents, school and the political future.  

Additional segments appear once or several times per week, such as Email and Facebook messages from 

viewers, Teen Celebrity Interviews, Culture of Drugs, Fast Food, Youth Movements and Community 

Service, Webcam Opinions from viewers, Youth in Detention, Teenage Entrepreneurs, and Teen of the 

Week. The setting and background is similar to the View, this show will attract viewers from age 12 to 

30 and all others above, who have an opinion, due to the frank and honest approach of the hosts, who 

are sure to humor, anger, enlighten, and inspire teenagers all over the world. 

“The Teens View” 

“WWW.TEENSCHANNEL17.TV” 

http://www.teenschannel17.tv/

